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proxy switcher will automatically download a list of proxy servers and will check their availability, they will
rank the proxy servers depending on privacy. the basic anonymity folder reveals servers that prevent the
users ip from revealing in standard log files whereas the high anonymous folder provides servers that hide
user details from even special detectors. proxy switcher can also be used to specify proxy servers that are

different from those used by a browser. proxy switcher can download the proxy list and offer a quick and easy
way to connect to those proxy servers at any time. in the options tab, you can change settings and initiate

the proxy switcher pro programs automatic detection of the ip of the hosts you visit. in the web tab, you can
choose the country of the website you visit, so the software can display results with search engine plugins

that are particularly positioned in that country or one similar to it. in the privacy tab, you can prevent the ip
addresses of all sorts of servers from leaving your browser. the invisible tab lets you see the proxies that are

invisible, whereas the invisible proxies lets you view the list of invisible proxies with only one click. the site list
window provides a customizable list of sites in text or html form that you can click on for some quick access.
you can also activate the sites that are limited or blocked in your region. the favorites tab offers custom sites
or protocols for those that you frequent with often, so you dont get to open the same sites and urls day after
day. the elite proxy switcher allows you to use a list of proxy servers to change your ip address. this can be

used for several reasons, if youve ever wanted to change your ip address in order to surf anonymously, this is
a tool to make that possible. the program provides you with four methods of changing your ip address, there

are 4 ways to switch proxies.
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